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    Abstract—Recently, an ensemble speaker and speaking 

environment modeling (ESSEM) framework was proposed to 
enhance automatic speech recognition performance under 

adverse conditions. In the online phase of ESSEM, the prepared 
environment structure in the offline stage is transformed to a set 
of acoustic models for the target testing environment by using a 
mapping function. In the original ESSEM framework, the 
mapping function parameters are estimated based on a 
maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. In this study, we propose to 
use a maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion to calculate the 
mapping function to avoid a possible over-fitting problem that 

can degrade the accuracy of environment characterization. For 
the MAP estimation, we also study two types of prior densities, 
namely, clustered prior and hierarchical prior, in this paper. On 
the Aurora-2 task using either type of prior densities, MAP-
based ESSEM can achieve better performance than ML-based 
ESSEM, especially under low SNR conditions. When comparing 
to our best baseline results, the MAP-based ESSEM achieves a 
14.97% (5.41% to 4.60%) word error rate reduction in average 

at a signal to noise ratio of 0dB to 20dB over the three testing sets. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    After decades of endeavor, the performance of automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) has been significantly improved [1]. 

However, an issue that has been around for a long time now 

still persists and limits the current applicability of ASR–its 

performance is considerably degraded when the training and 

testing conditions are mismatched. The difficulty with the 

handling of this issue is the fact that real-world distortion 

usually comes from an unknown combination of multiple 

distortion sources, including speaker variability and speaking 

environment distortions. Many approaches to reduce this 

acoustic mismatch have been proposed. Among them, a 

category of approaches calculates a new set of hidden Markov 

models (HMMs) that matches the testing condition. Effective 
examples include stochastic matching (SM) [2], maximum 

likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [3], and eigenvoice [4].  

    Recently, extensions of the abovementioned approaches 

have been proposed by utilizing the environmental knowledge. 

This environmental knowledge is obtained from a wide range 

of different acoustic conditions. These extensions can be 

summarized into two categories. For the first category, the 

environmental knowledge is used to prepare the prior density 

for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. The MAP 

criterion is known to show more stable performance with 

respect to estimating acoustic models or mapping functions 

compared to the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion, 

especially when only limited amount of adaptation statistics is 

available [5, 6]. Successful examples for this category include 
maximum a posteriori linear regression (MAPLR) [7] and 

MAP-based eigenvoice [8]. In the case of the second category, 

the environmental knowledge is used to build an environment 

structure. During the course of testing, a set or a group of 

acoustic models that are closest to the testing condition is 

selected for recognition or used as an initial set for another 

transformation to better match the testing condition. Examples 

include environmental sniffing [9] and piecewise-linear 

transformation (PLT) [10]. Another effective example 

belonging to this category is a recent ensemble speaker and 

speaking environment modeling (ESSEM) framework [11, 12]. 
    In ESSEM, a complex environment structure is prepared in 

the offline phase. In the online phase, the most relevant sub-

space in the environment structure is first selected. Thereafter, 

ESSEM estimates a mapping function to transform the 

selected sub-space to generate a set of acoustic models for the 

unknown testing condition [11, 12]. For the conventional 

ESSEM, the mapping function is estimated based on the ML 

criterion. In this study, we adopt the MAP criterion to further 

improve the conventional ESSEM framework. In order to 

perform the MAP estimation, we study two types of prior 

densities and compare their performance in this paper.  

    The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly 
review the ESSEM framework and its two extensions. In 

Section III, we introduce the MAP-based ESSEM algorithm 

and two types of prior densities. Then in Section IV, we 

present our experimental setup and results. Finally in Section 

V, we summarize our findings and discuss our future work. 

II. REVIEW OF THE ESSEM FRAMEWORK 

    In this section, we briefly review the ESSEM framework 

and its two extensions, namely, environment clustering and 

environment partitioning algorithms. 

A.  Fundamentals of ESSEM  

    The ESSEM method is extended from the SM algorithm [2]. 

The goal of ESSEM is to estimate a mapping function to 

construct a set of HMMs that matches the testing condition. 



The ESSEM process comprises two phases, namely offline 

and online phases. In the offline phase, we collect or 

artificially simulate speech data from a wide range of different 

speaker and speaking environments. With speech data from P 

different speaker and speaking environments, we can train P 

sets of HMMs. Each set of HMMs characterizes a particulate 

speaking and speaker environment. For ease of modeling, we 

concatenate the entire set of mean parameters within a set of 

HMMs into a super-vector, Vp, p=1,2,…,P. Thereafter, we 

collect these P super-vectors to construct an ensemble speaker 

and speaking structure, namely ESS space, ΩV ={V1 V2… VP}. 
    In the online phase, we estimate the target super-vector, VY, 

for the testing environment through a mapping function, Gϕ: 

)(Ω=V VY φG .                                (1) 

The form of Gϕ depends on the amount of adaptation data and 
distortion types. In the previous study [11, 12], we estimate 

the mapping parameters φ̂ in Gϕ
  based on the ML criterion: 
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φ

V
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where W is the transcription corresponding to the testing 
utterances, FY. With the estimated target super-vector, VY, we 
can build the set of acoustic models for the testing condition.  

B.  Establishment of the ESSEM Environment Structure 

    To build a well-constructed environment structure for the 
ESSEM framework, we developed environment clustering 
(EC) and environment partitioning (EP) algorithms [12].  
    1) Environment Clustering (EC): The EC algorithm enables 
the establishment of several EC spaces from the ESS space in 
the offline phase. In our ESSEM framework, we utilize a 
hierarchical tree to facilitate the EC process. With the EC tree, 
we collect super-vectors belonging to the same node to form 
an EC space. For a hierarchical tree with a total of C nodes, 
we categorize the entire set of ESS space into C EC spaces:

}Ω∪ ... Ω∪ Ω {=Ω )((2)(1) CVVVV . For each EC space, we specify a 

representative super-vector, )(

repV c , c=1,2,…C. During testing, 

these C representative super-vectors are used to select the best 
matched EC space corresponding to the testing condition. 
Thereafter, the selected EC space is taken to estimate the 
target super-vector by a mapping function as shown in Eq-(1).  
    2)  Environment Partitioning (EP): The objective of EP is 
to use multiple transformations of Eq-(1) instead of a global 
one to better characterize testing conditions. In our previous 
study, we presented two types of partitioning; in this study, we 
discuss the mixture-based EP [12]. For the mixture-based EP, 
we use an EP tree to cluster mean vectors, similar to that used 
in SMAP [13]. Based on the clustering result, we partition 

each super-vector into S sub-vectors ( TT
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T

p
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p=1, 2,…P). From the entire set of P environments, we collect 
these sub-vectors, and finally, build S sets of EP sub-spaces,

}V …V V { =Ω 2,1, sPsss ,V , s=1,2,…S. More details on the EC and 

EP algorithms have been provided in our previous study [12]. 
    3) A Combination Structure: Figure 1 illustrates the overall 
system that combines the EC and EP algorithms. We first 

establish an EC tree to cluster the training environments into 
C clusters. Each EC node has another EP tree structure, where 
each EP tree is established based on the representative super-
vector of the EC node. During testing, we first select an EC 
node from the EC tree; then, we identify the appropriate EP 
sub-space by the EP tree and perform ESSEM transformation 
on the selected EP sub-space [12]. By using a more complex 
environment structure of Fig. 1, ESSEM can better model 
testing conditions. However, the increased free parameters can 
cause an over-fitting issue when the adaptation data is limited. 
In this study, we handle this issue by using the MAP criterion. 
 

 

Fig. 1.  Environment clustering and partitioning on ESSEM 

III. MAP-BASED ESSEM ALGORITHM  

    In this section, we first present the MAP-based ESSEM 
framework. Next, we discuss two types of prior densities, 
namely clustered prior and hierarchical prior densities. 

A.  MAP Criterion on ESSEM  

  From Eq-(2), we derive the following equation to apply the 
MAP criterion into the conventional ESSEM framework:  
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where P(ΩV, φ) is the joint prior distribution of environment 
structure and mapping parameters. Similar to our previous 
study [14], we can use a two-stage optimization procedure to 
solve Eq-(3). First, we estimate the optimal set of mapping 
parameters by using the following equation: 

),(Ω ),,Ω  |( Y φPWφFPargmaxφ
φ

VV=ˆ .          (4) 

Thereafter, we put the calculated mapping parameters into Eq-
(3) and adjust the ESSEM environment structure by:  
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Ω
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Following several iterations of Eq-(4) and Eq-(5), we can 
obtain the optimal solution for Eq-(3). In this paper, we limit 
our discussion to optimizing the mapping parameters (Eq-(4)). 
Therefore, the objective of applying MAP in ESSEM now is 
to increase the reliability of mapping function estimation, 
especially when adaptation data is limited and the ESSEM 
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transformation is too complex. For the joint prior distribution, 

P(ΩV, φ), we attempt to choose a conjugate prior for the 
likelihood function. Moreover, we intend to use a function 
that any mapping structure can be plugged in. Because the 
likelihood for individual mean vector (Gaussian component) 
is modeled by a multivariate Normal distribution, we set the 
prior density to be a multivariate Normal distribution. 
    To apply the abovementioned MAP estimation into the 
ESSEM framework (Fig. 1), we take the following steps. First, 
we located an EC node from the EC tree. Next, we decided the 
optimal layer of EP and estimated a mapping function on the 
EP sub-space to generate a sub-vector, VY,s:  

  
.1,2,... ,  )(ΩV V,Y, Sssφs s

== G                         (6) 

Thereafter, we obtained the target super-vector for the testing 
condition by using a collection of these sub-vectors: 
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S
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In the conventional ESSEM we solve Eq-(6) by:  
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On the other hand, when using MAP to solve Eq-(6), we have: 
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B.  MAP Estimation on ESSEM Mapping Functions 

    In this study, we discuss the MAP estimation on two types 
of ESSEM mapping functions—linear combination (LC) and 
linear combination with a correction bias (LCB) [11]. First, 
when using LC as the ESSEM mapping function, we arrange 

the set of mapping parameters (ϕ in Eq-(1)) to be a vector 
θ={w}, where w is a P dimensional vector of weighting 
coefficients. For the m-th mean vector (of the m-th Gaussian), 

we build a structure of }, ,..., { 21 P

mmmm µµµΓ = where p

m
µ is the m-

th mean vector for the p-th speaker and speaking environment.  
    When using LCB as the mapping function, we again 
arrange the parameters to a vector θ={wT, bT}T. Similarly, w is 
a weighting coefficient vector, and b is a D dimensional 
correction bias vector (each feature vector has D components). 
Now for the m-th mean vector, we build an environment 

structure },  ,,..., { 21 IµµµΓ
P

mmmm = where I is a D×D identity matrix.  

    As presented in the previous section, the mapping 
parameter set θ can be shared by a selected group of 
parameters, (for example: ESS space and EP sub-space). 
When the selected group includes M mean vectors, we build a 
structure of Γ={ Γ1 Γ2…ΓM }. With this environment structure 
Γ and mapping parameters θ, we can calculate the m-th mean 

vector for the testing environment Y

mµ  by: 

                                          . 
Y

θΓµ mm =                                    (10) 

    When solving θ by ML, we use the following equation: 
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Based on the EM algorithm [15], we can estimate θ by: 
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where yt is the t-th feature vector, N is the total number of 
feature frames, and rm(t) is the posterior probability of m-th 
Gaussian on the t-th frame. Σm is the covariance for the m-th 
Gaussian; we can obtain it from the representative HMM sets.   
    When solving θ by MAP, we use the following equation:  

       . ) ,(  ) ,|(   Y θΓθΓθ
θ

PFPargmax=ˆ                 (15) 

    As mentioned in the previous section, we choose the 
multivariate Normal distribution and define the prior density 
for the m-th Gaussian by the following function: 

   , }  )()(
2

1
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−       (16) 

where ηm and 1−

mΨ are the hyperparameters of the prior density. 

In the next section, we will present two procedures to prepare 
these hyperparameters. From Eq-(15) and Eq-(16), we can 
estimate the mapping parameter set θ by using the same 
equation of Eq-(12), i.e., θ =G

-1
k, but now we have: 
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C.  Two Types of Prior Densities 

    In this section, we discuss two types of prior densities—
clustered prior (CP) and hierarchical prior (HP) densities—for 
MAP estimation of mapping parameters in ESSEM.  

1) Clustered Prior (CP) Densities: We specify a CP density 
for each EP node in the ESSEM environment structure (Eq-
(9)). The preparation process of each CP density is very 
similar to that is used in MAPLR [7, 12]. In the offline, the 
entire set of training data is used to calculate hyperparameters 
of the CP densities. By selecting the best matched EP sub-
space in the online phase, we also obtain the most relevant CP 
density for MAP. Since each CP density corresponds to a 
certain cluster of parameters (in the EP tree) for a particular 
group of environments (in the EC tree), it provides important 
local information for environment modeling. Therefore by 
using the most relevant CP density, MAP-based ESSEM can 
estimate the online mapping parameters more accurately.  

2) Hierarchical Prior (HP) Densities: The process of 
calculating HP densities for MAP-based ESSEM resembles 
that is performed in structural MAP (SMAP) [13] and 
structural maximum a posteriori linear regression (SMAPLR) 
[16]. The EP trees in the ESSEM environment structure (Fig. 
1) are used to compute the HP densities. In the online, the 
mapping parameters for the top node of the EP tree are first 
estimated (no prior density for that top level). Thereafter, the 
estimated mapping parameters are propagated to the next layer 
to form the prior density. The estimation and propagation 
processes iterate and finally stop at the desired level of the EP 
tree; then the super-vector for the testing condition is obtained. 
Different to the CP densities, we only need to prepare the EP 
tree structures for the ESSEM framework, and the preparation 
of the HP densities is not required in the offline phase. 



IV. EXPERIMENTS 

    This section introduces our experimental setup and presents 
the MAP-based ESSEM performance using two different 
forms of mapping functions along with CP and HP densities.  

A.  Experimental Setup 

    We evaluated the proposed method on the Aurora-2 
database [17]. The multi-condition training set was used to 
obtain environment-specific HMMs and to build the 
environment structure. The training set contains 8440 speech 
utterances from individuals of both genders under 17 different 
speaking environments. Accordingly, the training data was 
classified into 34 different acoustic conditions. We adopted a 
modified ETSI advanced front-end (AFE) to perform feature 
extraction [18] and used a complex back-end topology [17] to 
train 34 sets of speaker and speaking environment-specific 
HMMs. Thus, we obtained 34 super-vectors from the 34 sets 
of HMMs. We further increased the discriminations within 
each and between each pair of these super-vectors by soft 
margin estimation (SME) [19] and minimum classification 
error (MCE) methods [20]. We have included additional 
details on the experimental setup in our previous study [11].  
    We tested performance in a per-utterance unsupervised 
compensation mode on a gender dependent system. For this 
gender dependent system, we prepared an automatic gender 
identification (AGI) unit to determine each testing speaker’s 
gender identity [11]. In this paper, we report the results of 50 
testing conditions (including three testing sets, ten different 
noise types, 0dB to 20dB SNR) from the Aurora-2 test set.  

B.  EC and EP Structures 

    For the EC algorithm, we constructed a two-layer binary 
tree structure to cluster the 34 environments into seven groups 
(one root, two intermediate, and four leaf nodes). In the first 
layer, the 34 environments were divided into two groups of 
two genders. Each node of the second layer was then 
classified roughly according to high/low SNR levels [12].  
    Next, we built a two-layer EP tree for each EC node. Each 
EP tree consisted of one root, three intermediate and six leaf 
nodes. Accordingly, we prepared ten EP sub-spaces for each 
EC node. In the online, we performed a search procedure on 
the EP tree to find a layer with sufficient adaptation statistics. 
Therefore, the total number of EP sub-spaces used for ESSEM 
transformation was not predetermined but rather was decided 
with respect to the amount of adaptation data [12].  

C.  Experimental Results 

    In the following experiments, the average word error rate 
(WER) is used as the evaluation measure. First, we list the 
baseline results as “Baseline” in Table I. To obtain this set of 
results, we located one cluster from the EC tree and used the 
corresponding representative HMM set to decode the testing 
utterance [11]. In addition to the baseline, Table I also lists 
ML-based ESSEM (as “ML”) and MAP-based ESSEM (as 
“MAP(HP)”) results using LC as the mapping function. In this 
set of experiments, the HP densities are used for the MAP 
estimation. The results of using CP densities show similar 

properties, so we did not include them here in this paper.  
    From Table I, we first observe that ML-based ESSEM 
already provides significant improvements over the baseline 
system. Next, by comparing “ML” and “MAP(HP)” results in 
Table I, it can be observed that MAP-based ESSEM gives 
further improvements over the ML-based ESSEM in average 
over 50 testing conditions (WER is reduced from 4.81% to 
4.77%). To further investigate this improvement, we used a 
matched pair t-Test for hypothesis testing [21]. In this test, 
under hypothesis H0, it is considered that “method-II is not 
better than method-I” while under hypothesis H1, it is 
considered that “method-II is better than method-I”. Here, we 
consider MAP-based ESSEM as method-II and ML-based 
ESSEM as method-I. Since each SNR condition has ten 
results, we used ten pair-wised samples for t-Test. Instead of 
presumptuously setting a threshold to determine the results, 
we list P-values of the matched t-Test in Table I.  
    For the matched pair t-Test, a smaller P-value indicates a 
more significant improvement. From Table I, we can see that 
the P-values are smaller for 0dB and 5dB SNR comparing to 
other SNR conditions. Especially, it is noted that for 10dB 
SNR, although “MAP(HP)” achieves lower WER than “ML”, 
the P-value is relatively large (0.372). The reason for this 
result is that the improvements are not consistent across the 
ten testings. For 0dB and 5 dB SNR conditions, on the other 
hand, “MAP(HP)” gives consistent improvements over “ML”, 
and therefore the corresponding P-values are relatively small.      
    In summary, the results from Table I indicate that more 
prominent improvements can be provided by MAP-based 
ESSEM under low SNR conditions (0dB and 5dB SNR); it is 
intuitively reasonable since the accuracy of the ESSEM 
mapping function is more critical for lower SNR conditions.   

TABLE I 

AVERAGE WORD ERROR RATE (%) AND P-VALUE FOR EACH SNR CONDITION 

dB Baseline ML MAP(HP) P-value 

20 0.55 0.45 0.45 0.399 

15 0.88 0.69 0.69 0.296 

10 2.05 1.70 1.69 0.372 

5 5.55 4.80 4.75 0.062 

0      18.01      16.43      16.28 0.001 

All 5.41 4.81 4.77  
 

    Table II lists the performance of ML-based ESSEM (as 
“ML”) and MAP-based ESSEM (as “MAP(CP)”), both using 
LCB as the mapping function. “Baseline” is also listed as a 
reference. Here, the CP densities were used for the MAP 
estimation. Again, we present the P-values of matched pair t-
Test for MAP-ESSEM versus ML-ESSEM. We already know 
that by using LCB mapping function, we can obtain better 
performance than using LC [11]. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that the “ML” results in Table II are better than those in Table 
I. Next, from the Table II, we obtain similar observations to 
those from Table I. First, when compared with ML-based 
ESSEM, MAP-based ESSEM gives lower average WER over 
50 testing conditions (WER is reduced from 4.66% to 4.62%). 
Second, more significant improvements (smaller P-values) are 
achieved under lower SNR conditions (0dB and 5dB SNR).  



TABLE II 

AVERAGE WORD ERROR RATE (%) AND P-VALUE FOR EACH SNR CONDITION 

dB Baseline ML MAP(CP) P-value 

20 0.55 0.45 0.44 0.135 

15 0.88 0.67 0.67 0.363 

10 2.05 1.68 1.67 0.316 

5 5.55 4.59 4.56 0.034 

0      18.01      15.92      15.77 0.009 

All 5.41 4.66 4.62  

     
    Finally, Table III presents the MAP results (using LCB as 
the mapping function) with CP and HP densities for three test 
sets over 0dB to 20dB SNR. From Table III, we can see that 
by using “ML” results as a basis, “MAP(CP)” provides 
relatively less improvements than “MAP(HP)” for SetA. The 
reason underlying such a difference in improvements should 
be that the environment structure already provides rich 
information for observed testing conditions. Using additional 
CP densities only gives marginal improvements. However in 
the case of SetB that has different types of noise, “MAP(CP)” 
can provide better improvements than “MAP(HP)”. Finally, 
both two MAP approaches achieve improvements for SetC 
while “MAP(HP)” gives relatively more improvements than 
“MAP(CP)”. The results show that the HP densities might be 
a better choice for testing conditions containing distortion 
types not prepared in the training set (here: channel distortion).    

TABLE III 

AVERAGE WORD ERROR RATES (%) FOR THREE TESTING SETS 

Test Condition SetA SetB SetC All 

Baseline 5.05 5.31 6.31 5.41 

ML 4.44 4.69 5.07 4.66 

MAP(CP) 4.43 4.64 4.97 4.62 

MAP(HP) 4.36 4.69 4.91 4.60 

V. CONCLUSION 

    In this paper, we propose the MAP estimation of online 
mapping parameters in the ESSEM framework. Two types of 
prior densities, clustered prior (CP) and hierarchical prior 
(HP), are introduced. To have a better comparison, we 
conducted MAP-based ESSEM experiments using two forms 
of mapping functions, namely linear combination (LC) and 
linear combination with a correction bias (LCB). Based on the 
experimental results, it is observed that for both LC and LCB 
mapping functions, MAP-based ESSEM achieves better 
performance than the conventional ML-based ESSEM by 
using either type of prior densities. Moreover, because the 
accuracy of ESSEM mapping function is more critical to the 
performance in noisier environments, the MAP-based ESSEM 
provides better improvements under lower SNR conditions. 
Among all the testing results, MAP-based ESSEM using LCB 
as the mapping function along with the HP densities achieves 
the best performance of 4.60% WER in average of 50 testing 
conditions, which corresponds to a 14.97% (5.41% to 4.60%) 
WER reduction over our best baseline result (5.41% WER). 
    Our first future work would be testing MAP-based ESSEM 
using other forms of online mapping functions. Moreover in 
this study, we only use MAP to estimate the ESSEM mapping 

parameters and keep the environment structure unadjusted. In 
the future, we will research on a joint MAP adaptation on both 
mapping parameters and environment structure. 
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